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ABSTRACT 
We show that SL(3,3) does not occur in F,(C) as a finite maximal subgroup by 
establishing that each subgroup isomorphic to SL(3,3) normalizes an elementary 
abelian subgroup of F,(c) of order 27. We also show that SL(3,3) acting with a fwed 
action on the split Jordan algebra associated with F4 for any field of characteristic not 
2 or 3 preserves a unique Jordan algebra structure. 
By L we shall denote the special linear three-dimensional group SL(3,3) 
over Fs of order 243313. Let K be the 27-dimensional module for L with 
character 1, + 26, (in Atlas notation). We want to show that, up to multipli- 
cation by scalars, there is a unique Jordan algebra structure on K which is L 
invariant. 
As a corollary to this result, we obtain the following addition to our work 
in [l]. 
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THEOREM A. Let L be a subgroup of F = F,(C) isomorphic to SL(3,3) 
(with character 1, + 26, on the standard 27-dimensional F-module). Then 
there is a unique extension 33:SL(3, 3) of L in F. In particular, L is not a 
maximal finite subgroup of F. 
THEOREM B. Let L be a subgroup of F = F,(T) for I? a field of 
characteristic not 2 or 3. Let K be the 27-dimensional Jordan algebra on 
which L acts and suppose it is a direct sum of a trivial module and a 
particular 26-dimensional induced module corresponding to 26, in the Atlas 
and described below. Then L fixes a unique nontrivial lordan algebra and is 
contained in a subgroup of F of the form 33:L. 
Proof. Let r be a field of characteristic not 2 or 3. Adjoint to r a 
primitive cube root o of 1 if necessary. Suppose * is a Jordan algebra 
structure on the 27-dimensional vector space K over I which is preserved by 
F. We denote the unit by 1. Thus, for all x, y E K, 
1*x=x, 
x*y=y*x, (0) 
(CC* y)* y* = (r* y2)* y, where y2 = y* y. 
Let the vector o0 E K span the unique one-dimensional fixed L-invariant 
l-space of K. Since the unit 1 E K must be L-fured, o,, is a scalar multiple of 
1. Thus, after suitably scaling v,,, we may and will assume 
v(j = 1. (1) 
We shall first describe the representation of L on K. Let U be an 
L-invariant complement of (0,) in K. The character 26, of L on U is 
induced from a linear character on its subgroup M, given schematically by 
Thus, L acts imprimitively on U, with a system of imprimitivity whose blocks 
are one-dimensional. In fact, since the L-set L/M is equivalent to the L-set 
of nonzero vectors in F:, one can choose a basis (v,)~ E F;,. of U such that 
the imprimitive system for L is the collection of (0,) for a E Fi \ 0 and 
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g( oa) = ( ugn) for g E L. Interpreting u,, as u~~,~,~~, the U-basis can be 
extended to the K-basis <uJ, E F;. 
We shall turn these observations into an explicit description of K as an 
L-module. Setting d = (IO, OjT E F:, we have that the stabilizer in L of 
(0,) is M. The stabilizer N in L of vd is the kernel of the linear character h: 
M + r* induced on (vd). It is the semidirect product of a quatemion group 
of order 8 and a normal elementary abelian subgroup of order 3”. It is 
generated as follows: 
N_iis _; ;],(i ; _; 
The order of N is 72. The element 
0 0 
-1 1 
-1 0 
of M \ N satisfies A(c) = w, where as above w is a primitive cube root of 
unity in r. Thus, for n E N and i E (0, 1,2}, we have 
Since L is transitive on nonzero vectors of Ft and M is the stabilizer in L 
of the first basis vector, a complete set of coset representatives for M in L 
may be found by constructing, for each nonzero vector (A, B, CjT E Ft, a 
matrix t(, s cj of determinant 1 having that vector as a first column. 
The foilowing set T is a set of left coset representatives for M in L: 
$A, B.C) = 
c 0 -1 
if A # 0, 
, ifA=OandB#O, 
if A = B = OandC # 0. 
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For nonzero a E Fi, denote by t, the unique element in T with 
a = t,d. We then set v, = tovd. Now, to compute gv, for g E L and 
nonzero a E Fi, observe that there are t E T and h E M with gto = th so 
that 
Pa = gtavd = thV, = h(h) V,d. 
This explicitly determines the representation of L on U, the 26dimensional 
L-module referred to in Theorem B. Note that vl)d and u _d are one- 
dimensional M-modules with characters A and h2, respectively. As vU is 
L-fured, we have arrived at a fully explicit description of K as an L-module. 
The character is denoted 26, in the Atlas. If I has characteristic 0, its 
reduction mod p for any prime other than 2 or 3 is irreducible. For primes 
other than 13, this follows as the characteristic does not divide the order of 
the group. For 13 it is of defect 0 and is irreducible. 
We shall use that M 1 K decomposes into three distinct one-dimensional 
modules (viz., v,,, ud, and 0-d) and an irreducible 2klimensional one 
(spanned by all other 0~1. 
We next study the multiplication *, thereby exploiting its L-invariance. 
First consider w = vj. It satisfies mw = (mvd)’ = h(m)“w for each m E M, 
so w, being a generator of a one-dimensional M-submodule of K with 
character h2, is a SCdar mdtipk of v _ d , say vj = CK v _ d. By use of the action 
of T, we find 
v,” = (YV-, Va E Fi\O. (2) 
Next consider w = vd * v_~. It satisfies mw = (mvd)+(mv_,) = w for 
all m E M, so w, being a generator of a trivial M-submodule of K, is a scalar 
multiple of vO, say vd * v _n = pvO. By use of the action of T, we find 
0, * v_, = pvo Vu E F,3\ (0). (3) 
We now apply the Jordan identity (0) with x = v_, and y = v, for 
nonzero a E Fi. By (2>, (l), (3), (O), (2), (2>, and (2>, respectively, it gives 
OV-CL = pu; = puo * u, 2 = (cl_, * on) * u: = (v_, * 0:) * 0, 
= (y( v_, * V-J * v, = cx2v,” = ff3V_,, 
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a!=0 or /3=a2. (4 
Next set e = (0, 1, OjT E Fi and consider w = vd * v,. It is ftved by 
$O,l,O). t(-l,o,o)~ and 
1 0 A 
0 1 B 
0 0 1 
for all A, B E F,. Let X be the subgroup generated by all these elements. 
Then X z 3’:2’ and vo, I)~+~, v_~__~ are X-fKed vectors. It is straightfor- 
ward to check using characters that 
dimC,(X) = 3. 
It readily follows that C,( X> is generated by vo, D~+~, u_ d_ (,. In particular, 
there exist y, 6, E E F, such that 
vd * ve = yv, + CjZ)dqe + EZ)-,I_,. (5) 
Since L acts transitively on the unordered pairs {a, b} of linearly independent 
vectors a, b E F-f, by translations along elements of L, we can find similar 
expressions for all unordered pairs {v,, vb} from the basis (u,), for which 
a, b E F: are linearly independent. For instance, applying 
1 1 0 
g= 0 10 
i 1 0 0 1 
to both sides of (51, we obtain 
l)d * ‘d+e = y”o + th,_d + &vd_e. 
-(“cl *(Pa * %z))* (‘cl + “a) = p-l * #n)z 
UpJqO aM 
‘Pa = ti pm PCJ + ‘0 = x .103(/i * z~)* x = (h * x)* zx uo!~anbaay~%u!pued 
-x3 *PO * act = pa * (PO + ?I) pm PCI * ‘nz = a(Pn + ‘n) ‘.wInagmd UI ‘0 + D 
IF Jo3 0 = 7% On keys SUB~LU s!y~ ‘0 = x) /+qpsod aq~ .rap!suon ‘SILJ 
(9) ‘0=3=x. 10 o=,u 
say2 J’+an .IO p-‘a 30 s$uaprjjaoD ay %upnb~ ‘0 = Lv aas am ‘suorssa.rdxa 
yloq u! P-0 pm PCI 30 sJuag rjjaoa ay %ugmb3 ‘mm0 s~~u~ouom y3q~ 
330 peal uw aM ‘(E;) IIIO.I~ jtmba a.m suo!ssaJdxa asay* ‘(0) 04 %UTJNO~~V 
pm 
p-cl * a-P-n3D + p-cl * a+Pap + P-n,Lv = p * (Pa * “0) 
sa&i uo!su&a pm~~o3~q~~.r~s ‘3 ‘g ‘h ‘XI sla$amwed 
aq4 %oure suoi4eIal uF4qo 04 (0) h!~uap! uep;rol ~!3nm atp asn 11”~s aM 
‘1 11~ an? m 30 sJaMod aqJ ‘(p T ‘a T ) u! 4 ‘D q~% 9n * “n 103 MoIaq 
suogr+nduroa aq$ u! JET+ yaaya 03 ~.~KIO~@RI~S s! $1 *(r) 30 slaMod xq palms 
3 ‘g ‘X. sJuagrffao3 aql a.m ,3 pug ‘,g ‘,h alaqM ‘9-‘-a,3 + 9+‘a,9 + On,X- 
= 4a * ‘fl amy ahi ‘q pm? v wapuadapul 103 $~?y$ ~07s s~uaurn%e yms 
.a-pa3 + y-aclg + Oah = 
=-p-cl93 + a+%?Q + O&/t = (“a * pa)2 = a+pn * PA 
‘(F;) Xq ‘snyL *a-pn = a-p-& P ut? p- acl = a +pn2 “03 ‘+?I!Lu!S pul? 
STIVM ‘B CIIAVCI CINV NBH03 34 HBkV Z6Z 
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As the field does not have characteristic 2, we can cancel the 2. Computing 
we see 
(Ud * UJ = ( yu, + Sudte + EU-&J2 
and 
(u, + UC{) *((u, * u(j) * “d) = (u, + Od) * ((YU’O + auc/+e  &U-d-e) * %) 
= (ud + ue) *((&Y + sY)“,, + Y”d 
+&SD_, + E2U, + s2u,_,, + h&J 
= (3.&y + y2 + PES + 262y + 9y)u, 
+ (Sy + Ey + S2&)Ud 
+(sy + &y + 63)u, + b22j_d 
+ linear combination of other basis vectors. 
Now comparison of the coefficients of u,,, ud, ue, and v_ d gives 
y2 + 2s2y + s2y - pss + 3YS& = 0, 
sy + Ey + S2& = 0, 
sy + Ey + s3 = 0, 
SE2 = 0. 
The last equation gives 6~ = 0, whence, using the difference of the second 
and the third, 8 = 0. Now the second gives .sy = 0, from which, by the first 
equation, we see y = 0. Hence, y = S = 0. Suppose now E + 0. The equa- 
tion x2 *(x * y) = x *(x2 * y) is now E~u_~_~ = 0 and so E = 0 also. This 
gives 6 = y = E = 0, so the multiplication * boils down to the L-invariant 
inner product on U (with values in (u,>>, which is determined up to the 
scalar p. Thus, (Y = 0 yields a trivial L-invariant Jordan algebra structure. 
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In view of (5) and (6), for the remainder of the proof, we may assume that 
(Y # 0 and that * satisfies 
2); = (Yz)_d, z)d * 0-d = ff*v(,, vd * v, = 8vd+e. 
However, then, by replacing v, by (Y-‘v, for all nonzero a E Fi (corre- 
sponding to an L-central homothety on U), we obtain the multiplication laws 
vi = v-d, fid*f._d =2)(,, vd * v, = avd+e, 
which, by L-translations, determine the multiplication * uniquely once S is 
determined. 
Thus, we know that for linearly independent a and b in Ft \ 0, 
v, * Vb = 6&a b) va+b, (7) 
where h(a, b) is 0, 1, or 2. The values of h have so far always been 0. 
Let us elaborate once more on how we compute these values. Given 
a, b E Fi, find a matrix g E SL(3,3) with gd = a and ge = b. Then gv, = 
t&;‘&, = h(t,‘g)V, and go, = @,i@,>o, = h(t;igt,)vb, SO 
v, * vb = h( g-ltat;lg-lt&(vd * ve) = A( g-ltntylg-‘tb)Sg”d_tt, 
= h(g-lt,t,‘g-‘tb)Stn+b(~~~b~~~+~)v~ 
= A(~-‘t,t,‘g-‘tbt~~bgtd+,)~va+b, 
whence 
~JJ~(“~) = h(g-lt,t,lg-ltbtn:bgtd+a). 
Explicit computations give the following form for h: 
h(a, b) = a,a,b, + b,b,a, - a,a,b, - bIbsag. (8) 
The idea that such an expression exists can be found in [2]. The values of h 
vary with the coset representatives of M in L chosen, but once chosen, they 
are determined by the action and the choice of w as a cube root of 1. Our 
choice of cosets does not comply with Griess’ formula, whence the difference 
of the above formula with the one in [2]. 
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Using (ud + u&y = 0; + 2Ud *u, + u,” = l)_d + 2&‘+, + UTe, we find 
from (7) and (81, 
(l)d*(ud + u,))*(t)d + 0,)’ = (0-d + aud+e)*(u-d + 2a”d+e + ‘i-e) 
= (1 + a’)?& + (2s2 + s*)u, 
+( 6 + 262)1j_&e 
and 
(“d*(“d + u,)2)*(ud + ue) = (u,, + 282u,_d + au&)*(% + %) 
= (1 + a2)ud + (1 + 2a3)u, 
+( s2 + 263)U_&. 
By (O), these two expressions are equal. Equating the coefficients of 0, and 
U-&c, we obtain S = 1 or 6 = -2-l. In particular, 6 f 0. 
Let f = (0, 0, ljT. Then 
(ti,*(ue + t+))*(t& + uf)2 = (6++e + hd+f)*(& + z;_f+ 242.f) 
+ w( 62 + 2s3)2j&u+f 
and 
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By (O), these two expressions are equal. Equating the coefficients of l)d+e-f 
or v~_~+~, we see 6’ + 2a3 = 0 and so 6 = -2-l. 
This establishes Theorem B. As for Theorem A, taking r = C, we note 
that, up to a resealing of u,,, the multiplication table with respect to the basis 
(o,), coincides with the multiplication table of the split Jordan algebra over @ 
with respect to the basis (e,/2), given in [l] for the group 33:SL(3, 31, where 
e, = w ci+l)jk(e:T:_, + dek;i_k + W-je$:&k)r u = [i,j, k] E F:, 
with indices taken modulo 3. The basis ejk employed here is the standard one 
used throughout [ 11. ??
REMARK. Using the characterization of simple Jordan algebras over 
algebraically closed fields of characteristic distinct from 2,3, the above 
identification with the exceptional split Jordan algebra can be made without 
explicit reference to the basis (e,ja of [I 1. 
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